In this paper we give a characterization of the simple Mathieu group 9JÎ12 of order 95,040. The character table of 3Jii2 was computed by Frobenius [6], and from his results it can be immediately seen that there exists an element F in äft12 of order 8 such that (i) the cyclic subgroup <F> generated by F is self-centralizing, (ii) F is conjugate to its odd powers. Elementary arguments show that there is then a Sylow 2-subgroup ^ of iVll2, of order 64, such that (i), (ii) hold in ^3.
In this paper we give a characterization of the simple Mathieu group 9JÎ12 of order 95,040. The character table of 3Jii2 was computed by Frobenius [6] , and from his results it can be immediately seen that there exists an element F in äft12 of order 8 such that (i) the cyclic subgroup <F> generated by F is self-centralizing, (ii) F is conjugate to its odd powers. Elementary arguments show that there is then a Sylow 2-subgroup ^ of iVll2, of order 64, such that (i), (ii) hold in ^3.
We are thus led to a consideration of 2-groups Sß of order 64 in which (i), (ii) hold, and groups © containing ^3 as a Sylow 2-subgroup. Our main result is the following:
Theorem (6A). Let © be a finite group of order 64g', where g' is odd. Suppose there is an element F of order 8 in © such that <F> is self-centralizing in some Sylow 2-subgroup i]$, and F is conjugate to its odd powers in ty. Then one of the following possibilities hold: where ©1344 is a uniquely determined nonsimple, nonsolvable group of order 1344, andHRi2 is the Mathieu group on 12 symbols.
In particular, the only simple group with more than one class of involutions satisfying the assumptions of the theorem is 2R,2. A recent characterization of 9Jl12 by Wong [11] , where additional assumptions on the centralizer of a center involution were made, is included in the above result.
In §1, 2-groups ^ in which (i), (ii) hold are investigated. It will be shown in §2 that if such a group ^ is a Sylow subgroup of a group © with no subgroups of index 2, then the structure of S$ is completely determined. The possible distributions of the involutions of 9ft into the conjugate classes of © fall essentially into three cases I, II, III. In I, © has one class of involutions; in II, III © has two classes of involutions. The § §4-6 are largely concerned with cases II, III, which Let p be a fixed rational prime; v will then be the exponential valuation of the rational numbers determined by p, normalized by setting v(p) = 1. If G e ®, we will write v(G) for v (c(G) ). G is a p-element, a p-regular element, or a p-singular element if G has order a power of p, relatively prime to p, or divisible by p respectively. Each Ge© is a unique product G = GyG2, where Gx is a p-element, G2 is p-regular, and each G¡ is a power of G. G y is called the p-factor of G, G2 the p-regular or p'-factor of G. If P is a p-element, then the section S(P) of P is the set {G e © | p-factor of G is conjugate to P in ©}. An Sp-subgroup of © is a Sylow p-subgroup of ©.
If 33 is an Sp-subgroup of ©, we will denote the 33-conjugate classes by ccl(P), where P is a representative of the class. At times all the elements of the class will be displayed between the parenthesis signs. If two classes of 33 are conjugate in ©, we will say they are fused in ©. A class of 33 which is not fused to any other 33-class is said to be isolated. The symbol ~ will mean conjugate to. The transform of A by G is G~1AG = AG; we write G: A^>G~XAG.
1. Let 33 be a 2-group of order 64 satisfying the following condition: There exists a self-centralizing element F of order 8 which is conjugate in 33 to its odd powers, i.e.
(i) d(F) = <F>,
(ii) F~ F3~ F5~ F1.
The determination of the structure of 33 will proceed in several steps.
(a) Let 91 be the normalizer of <F>. By conditions (i), (ii) 9t has order 32, and hence 9133 33. Moreover, 91/<F> is abelian of type (2,2), since the automorphism group of Z8 is noncyclic. (b) Let the class of F be ccl (F, F3, F5, F7, F1, Ff, Pf, Pj) . 33 permutes by transformation the elements of ccl(F) among themselves. In particular F^FFiECcKF). Condition (i) implies F^FFy = F" for some a. Thus Fye^l and F2 e <F>. Replacing F y by Ff if necessary, we may assume that F2 = F2. Let g = (F,F ¡y; g has order 16, and at least 8 elements of order 8. A check of the groups of order 16, which are completely known, shows that we may take a = 5. If we set X = FyF, then g is the group <[X,F | X2 = F8 = 1,XFX = F5>. The class ccl(F) can then be written as ccl (F, F3, F5, F7, XF, XF3, XF5, XF1) 
The center of $ is <F2>; for notational convenience, set J = F4. Since $ is generated by ccl(F), % ztj $ß. It is easily seen that the conjugate classes of ty in 2? are ■ ccl(F), ccl(F2,F~2), ccl(F), ccl(l), cclLYF2,XF-2), ccliX,XJ).
(c) For any Pe^3, P:F-+ccl(F), X->ccl(Z).
Since there are 8 possible images for F and 2 for X, there are in all 16 possible actions for P. If P;F-*F, X^X, then P centralizes g, and hence belongs to the center 3g of g. A comparison of the orders of ty and 3$ implies that all 16 possibilities occur. In particular, there exist elements N and E in ^3 such that F^F-1, F^XF,
(1.1) N: E: X-+X, X-*XJ.
NeW, so that HI = <iV,X,F>. However, E^Hl, and so $ = <£,N,X,F> = <£,N,F>.
(d) Now N2:F->F, and thus JV2e<F>. Since iV^(î(F2), AT2 must be 1 or J. We write N2 = J", where p = 0 or 1. Also £2:F-»F5, X->X so that £2Xe(X(g) or £2X63g. If £2X = 1 or J, then EedOQ, which is not the case.
We may thus write E2 = XF2J"', where ex = 0 or 1. To complete the description of Sß, it remains to compute E~1NE. Now E~1NE:X^>X, F ^ F3, so that £_1JV£(JVX)_1 e £(<$•). Hence £_1N£ = F2rNX = NXF~2x. Since we may replace £ by F2£ in (1.1), we may assume t = 0 or 1. We have proved the first part of Proposition (1A) . Let ^3 be a 2-group of order 64 such that there exists a self-centralizing element F of order 8 conjugate in tß to its odd powers. Set F4 = J. Then ty has a normal series <F> ^<[X,F>i3 <N, X, F> ^ <£, N, X,F}=$ where X2 = 1, XFX = FJ;N2 = J", N_1XN = X, N_1FN = F_1; £2 = XF2J°, E~1NE = NXF~2x, E~1XE = XJ, E~1FE = XF. Here p,ex,% are 0 or I. The commutator subgroup iß' of'iß is <Z,F2>; ^¡iß' is of type (2,2,2). TTie center ofSß is <J>.
Proof. It is clear from the above relations that ty' ¿î(X,F2}, and that <X,F2>-<33. Modulo <X,F2> the generators £,N,F of ty commute and have exponent 2. The assertions about ^3' and ^)3/^3' now follow. 3^8 must lie in <F>. Since iV^£(F2), 3^ = <•/>• This completes the proof. These groups are incicidentally the ones on pp. 222 and 224 of Hall-Senior [7] (2).
(2) These groups were pointed out to us by Professor P. N. Burgoyne.
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The following remarks are easy consequences of (1A). Each element of 33 is uniquely expressible in the form EiNiXkFm, where i,j, k = 0,1 ; and 0 ^ m ^ 7.
We have E-+EXJ, £->£J, £-£XF2t, N-+NXF~2t, (1.2) F:N^NF2, X: N-> N, N: X->X, E: X^XJ, XJ, FJ, ?-* XF.
In particular, the subgroups <£2, £F>, <F2, £F> for a = 1 and the subgroups (NF,Xy = (NXF,Xy, <NF-1,X) = <NXF-\xy ate dihedral of order 8.
For later use it will be necessary to have a complete set of representatives of the conjugate classes of 33, and the centralizers of these representatives. In the tables below the columns contain from left to right (i) a representative of the class, (ii) the elements of the class, (iii) the centralizer of the representative, (iv) the order of the representative, (v) the square of the representative. The calculations for the most part are straightforward; the details are omitted in such cases.
(a) Classes in g. The results in this case are easily derived from the steps leading up to the proof of (1A). From now on we assume x = 1, since we want to find out which 33 can occur as an S2-subgroup of a group without subgroups of index 2. hence if Y = EN or NF, then JV ~ EF". Therefore JV ~ EF" for some a = 1 or 3 and p = 0. In particular, it follows that £2 * NXF, F2 ~ ENX, ENX ~NXF.
Indeed, if any of these were not the case, then by (2F), i(2.1) £2 ~ F2 which is impossible by (2A). By (b) We may finally suppose X ~ EFß, ß = 1 or 3, ß # a. By (2F), (2.1) we then have £2 ~ ENX, F2 ~ NXF, NF £A/~£Fa~ N,X ~EFß. (e) Since N ~ NF2 ~ EN, there exist Gi,G2g© such that Gy-.N->EN, yIy(N)^>yIy(EN) and G2:NF2-*EN, &y(NF2)^yIv(EN). In particular, Gx and 3. We will require certain facts from the theory of blocks. The terminology is taken from [3] . Let © be a group of order g -p"g', where p is a fixed prime number not dividing g'. If B is a block of ©, then the restrictions x° of the irreducible characters x" in B to the p-regular classes generate a module MB over Z. Any basis {ebp} of MB will be called a basic set ebB of B. We will always assume that when B is the 1-block of ©, then the constant function 1 is in ebB. Once a basic set ebB for B has been chosen, the corresponding decomposition numbers d^p and Cartan invariants cpa of B are defined by xl = Z dlipej>p for i^eB, ebpeepB, p cpa = Z d^d^ for ebp,epaeebB. p (cpa) is the matrix of a positive-definite quadratic form. If ebB is replaced by another basic set, the form is replaced by an equivalent form. The irreducible modular characters of © in B form a basic set, and if (cpa) is the corresponding Cartan matrix, then it is well known that £ff cpaeb"(l) = 0 (mod p"). From this and the above remarks, it follows that the analogous congruence holds for any basic set of B.
Let P be a p-element of ©. Let B* run over the blocks of <X(F), and for each B*, assume that a basic set epB, has been selected. If V runs over p-regular elements of £(P), the corresponding generalized decomposition numbers dpp are defined by X.iPV) = I dpppebppiV), where the sum is over all ebpeebB. and all B*. If B is the 1-block of ©, then the above sum need only be taken over the basic set of the 1-block of G(P) [3, Theorem 3] . For notational convenience, the column idPp) will be denoted by bP; its pth entry dpp will be denoted by (op)p.
Assume from now on that B and B* are the 1-blocks of© and (E(P) respectively. Define for fo, *" e £, (3.1)
Si =^y}Z xAPV)xß{PV),
where V runs over all p-regular elements of G(P). Then by [4] Sf"= zZ^Alpd^llc, where (yPa) is the inverse matrix of Cp = icp<r), the matrix of Cartan invariants of B*. In particular, if d = v(P), then pd(yPf) is an integral matrix. Let Qp denote the quadratic form determined by pd(ypa); Qp is positive-definite.
Let 1 = Py,P2,---,Pr be a complete set of representatives for the classes of p-elements of ©. Then from the ordinary orthogonality relation (xx, Z^)®= ¿V grouped according to the p-sections of ©, we have É«-*.-{J [March In particular, for X = p, Z¡r=iPfl S[¿ = p". This latter equation will be referred to as the method of contribution. If d[p is a rational integer for all cbP in cbB,, and if v(P) = d, then p"Spk is a rational integer 2: p"~dm, where m is the minimum value of the quadratic form Q pfot nonzero integral vectors. By [4] we also have the following congruence: P"SPu = P"*X,i (modppV.), where Xi is the 1-character of ©, Xx^B, v(xj = hx is the so-called height of Xx> and p is a prime ideal divisor of p in a suitably large algebraic number field. We will refer to this congruence as the vth method of contribution.
If the columns bp of the 1-block B have been determined for all p-singular sections of ©, and B has k irreducible characters %x, then any set of integral, linearly independent columns of length k orthogonal to the given bP and having a maximal subdeterminant of value 1 is then the set of decomposition numbers of B relative to some basic set [3, §5] . The corresponding Cartan invariants can then be computed. This technique will be used considerably in the next two sections.
The following remarks may aid in the computations to follow.
(1) If G eg© and G has order p", then the p-blocks of © and ®/<G> are in 1-1 correspondence. The Cartan invariants of a block of © are obtained by multiplying the Cartan invariants of the corresponding block of ®/<G> by p" [3, §2] .
(2) If © has a normal p-complement, then each p-block consists of one modular character. In particular, the Cartan matrix of a block of defect d is (pd) [5, §2] . This can be proved by the techniques of this paragraph easily; the details will be omitted. 4 . From now on © will be a finite group with no subgroups of index 2 satisfying the assumptions of (21). By that result the classes of 2-elements fall into one of three cases, which we will denote by I, II, III in the notation of (21). We now compute the Cartan invariants of the 1-block for the 2-singular sections of © and of § = (£(J). Accordingly, if Y is a representative of a 2-section, Cr and CY will denote the matrix of Cartan invariants of the 1-block of C( Y) and C&(Y) respectively. In particular, CY = Cr for Y= E,F,E2,F2,J.
As we shall see, these matrices are for © £ F £JV In particular, the labeling of the columns in (4.2) is as indicated.
Proof. Since ENX ~ E2, NXF ~ F2 in ©, and their squares are J, these fusions occur in §. The elements in ccl(ENF), ccl(ENF3) have squares X or XJ. Hence these classes are not fused in £j to E2,F2,ENX,NXF.
We have thus This proves the validity of (4.1).
In §>l<[jy let small letters denote residue classes of corresponding capital letters. By (4A) the following are representatives of the classes of 2-elements of §>!<[J>.
e, f, enf, e2,f2,x, en, n, 1 except that in case I, en is to be omitted. For Ye §>, let <£°(Y) be the inverse image in £ of the centralizer <Z(y) of y in £/<J>. Then <£&(Y) =2£° (7), and the index is 1 or 2. In particular, if d (7) has a normal 2-complement, so do £¿ (7) and -X°(y). If y is a representative of a 2-section of §/<J>, let Cy be the matrix of Cartan invariants of the 1-block of (t(y). We then have Ce=Cr = (8).
(£(enf) has <en/> x </2> as an S2-subgroup, so that G(en/) has a normal 2-complement, and Cenf = (8). For die2) and (£(/2) the above remarks apply in cases II, III, so that C*2 = Cp = (32) in these cases. In case I ¿(/2)/</2> has as an S2-subgroup Qx(N) (mod<F2>), where Q = (X, F, £NF>. (¿(/2)/</2> has a normal subgroup of index 2 with dihedral S2-subgroups. Moreover, the center of Q x <N> (mod <F2» is not contained in this subgroup From our earlier remarks and [5] (3B), it follows that <" -(" ,4
Similarly, <* -fî ¿)-<X(x) has a normal 2-complement by the remark following (2G), so that Cx = (32). (£(n) has <n,e2,/2> as S2-subgroup, elementary abelian of order 8. Thus (i(n)/<n> has an S2-subgroup of type (2,2), whose involutions modulo <n> are e2,f2,x = e2f2. If these are fused in (¿(n)/<n>, then e2,f2,x are fused in (£(n) which is impossible. Thus (X(n) has a normal 2-complement, and C" = (8). Finally, in cases II, III, (Xs(£Ai) has <£N> x <F2,AiF> as an S2-subgroup, and there are no fusions of involutions in &g(EN)l(ENy, since J is isolated in §. Thus &S:)(EN) and (£(en) have normal 2-complements, and Cen = (16). Summarizing ,the calculations of this paragraph, we have / enf The entries of (4.2) are now clear, except for those under J.
Let Xi be the 1-character of §>. Then d\ , = d{A = d\"{ = 1. The existence of the character X of (4B) shows that the nonzero entries under e, f, enf, n are four l's and four -l's. These nonzero generalized decomposition numbers exhaust the characters of height 0, and hence the 1-block B of §> has exactly 8 characters of height 0. After a rearrangement if necessary, we may assume by the orthogonality relations that x¡ for 1 ^ ¿ ^ 8 are as below: e f enf n [March (4.4) Cases II, III. For 1 S P S 8, deß\ are odd integers occurring in pairs ; hence they are ± 1, since E"(£Z*J)2 = 16. The remaining nonzero entries in b" are even integers whose squares add up to 8. Hence these are + 2, and we may assume they occur for %9, ^10. If there is a Xu in the 1-block B of §/<J>, consider Xn restricted to <en, n/3> in II, to <[en,nfy in III. These subgroups are abelian of type (2,2), and their involutions are fused in <5. Hence 3/u(en) = Xii(l) (mod 4). Since Zn(en) = 0, Xu bas height =2, and thus each of the numbers Xu(e2), Zn(/2)> XnOO is nonzero and divisible by 4 by the vth method of contribution.
But then 42 + 42 + 42 > 32, and this is impossible by the method of contribution applied to xn. B then has exactly 10 irreducible characters, and therefore 2 modular characters for the 1-section. For / = 9,10, /¡(e2), ^¡(/2), x¡(x) = ±2, since + 6 is too large. The matrix of generalized decomposition numbers for B can now be essentially completed. Aj;e¿ cannot assume ± 3 more than once on e2,f2,x by the method of contribution. Orthogonality relations are then sufficient to compute the remaining entries with the uncertainties indicated below. We omit the details. (4.5) Here t¡, co¡ = ± 1, {a,i?,y} is a permutation of {1,2,3}, and Case I. Let È be the 1-block of §/<J>. Then no^e/i is zero on x, since x is in the center of 33/<J>. If Xi(x) = ± 3 for some 1 á » á 8, then this occurs at least twice, so that E¡ii^¡(x)2 ^ 24. Since the remaining ^¡eB have height ^ 1, this would imply that È has ^ 10 characters, which is impossible. Thus we may assume Xi(x) = L+iW = T¡ f°r i = 3,5,7, t¡ = ±1. The Xi<=B for i Ï: 9 cannot have height ^ 2; otherwise the contribution from e2, f2, x would be too large. Hence these x¡ have height 1, and necessarily x¡(x) = 2x¡, x¡= ± 1. In particular, B has 14 characters and 5 functions in the basic set from the 1-section. The quadratic forms QEl and Qp2 associated to ©(£2) and G(F2) are 3u2 -2uv + 3v2 = 2u2 + 2v2 + (u -v)2, which has a minimum of 3 for nonzero rational integral vectors. If a Xie B has height 0, then the sum of the contributions from £2, F2, J, 1 must be 64 -34 = 30. We express this as 5. In addition to the assumptions made on © on §4, we also assume © has more than one class of involutions. This excludes case I.
Lemma (5A). Let x be a character of ©. Then (i) X(E) = X(F) (mod 2), (Ü) x(E2) = X(F2) = X(EN) = x(J) (mod 4), (iii) x(J) = ME) -X(F2) = 2X(F) -x(E2) (mod 8), (iv) -2Z(£) -2*(F) + x(F2) + X(E2) + 2X(EN) = 0 (mod 8). Proof, (i) is obvious, since %(£) and x(F) ate rational integers congruent to X(l) (mod 2). The others follow by restricting x to 33 and computing (x, </>)*> where cp is a suitable generalized character of 33. For (ii) take cb to be respectively Ci5 -Ci6> C9 -Cio; C13 -C14 in the notation of (2.2). For (iii) take cb to be C = Ci -C5. which yields 2Z(£) + Z(F2) + 2/(£2) + 2*(£JV) + X(J) = 0 (mod 8). By (ii) 2/(F2) = 2^(£2), 2/ÍEJV) = 2/(J) (mod 8). Substitution of these gives the first part of (iii). The second part is proved similarly. For (iv) take cb = 2d -C9, and use the congruence 2x(EN) = 2x(J) (mod 8).
Let B be the 1-block of ©. If Y is a representative of a 2-singular section of ©, we assume a basic set cbB = {cbp} has been chosen for the 1-block of d(Y) such that the corresponding Cartan invariants are as in (4.1), and for Y=J, as in (4.2). Denote by // the degree of cbYp ; cp\ is always the 1-character of (£(Y,), so that fY = 1. In particular, ff = -3 (mod 8) in case II, and/2 = -3 (mod 32). The corresponding columns of generalized decomposition numbers are then denoted by bj, except that in the case where G(Y) has a normal 2-complement and there is but one such column, we will drop the index 1. For Xi s B, Xi(Y)= T,p(bYp)jJ, where (bj), is the entry dYp.
Define the following columns of rational integers, indexed by the %¡e B. That these columns are rational integral follows from (5A) and the congruences f2N= -3 (mod8),/2= -3 (mod32). The inner products of these columns and the ones indicated are 2) is nonzero, and the method of contribution again leads to a contradiction. The argument for the case x¡iE) = 0, x¡iF) = ± 2 is similar. Thus b¡ = 0 for 2 ^ i ;£ 5, and by = 0 as well.
We now rearrange the characters in B so that X\ -s the 1-character and the others are as indicatedsbelow: (5.2)
The entries of u are determined easily from (5.1). Since 21 is known, the method of contributions (V\iA=±(i,- implies that (br**,bi")i = ±:(1.1) for l = i = 4, and ■3) or ±(-3,1) for 5^i^8.
Furthermore, knowledge of U and m imply that (bE\bf2)¡ = (-2, -2) for j = 9, and (2,2) for i = 10. The signs of (bE2,bF2)¡ for i = 2,3,4 can be determined by the equation ubE2 = 4. Since bE2,bF2 have norm 32, each has exactly two + 3's for 5^i;S8. The products mb£2 = 0, mbf2 = -8 determine the signs completely. If the characters are arranged as in (5.2), then
In particular, /9 ,Xio have height 1, and by (5A)(iii) Xi has height = 3 for i ^ 11 ; these Xi then actually have height 3 or 4 by [4] .
The columns bEN, bfN + bfN in cases II, III respectively are now completely determined fromm and b . In II the entries of bx ,b2 can be determined as follows: (bf + bf), = ± 1 for 1 = i = 8, 2 for i = 9,10. Since bf has norm 6, the nonzero entries are + 1. The product ubfiV = 2 shows that one of (bfN)2, (b£N)3 is -1 and the other is 0, since (bf )10 = (bfN)i0 = 1 • Since /2,/3 may be interchanged at this point, we may assume (b£JV)2 = -1. From the equality bb£N = 0, we have (b£iV)3 = (bfY)4 = 0. This completely determines the entries under EN except for the arrangement (b£ir,bfw). for 5 í£ i z% 8. Here (1,0) can occur for i = 5 and 8, or for i = 6 and 7; the remaining entries are (0,1). This point will be settled below.
Let s¡ = (<3)¡. Then ®b=-l, Su = 1 imply that s2 + s3 4-s4 =-1, -s2 -s3 +sl0 = I, so that s4=-s10.
Also Sa = l, <32t = 1 imply that s5 = s8 and s7 -s6 = 1. In particular, one of the numbers s6,s1 is + 1, and the other is 0. The quadratic form QJ is 10u2 + 2i;2 + (u -v)2. The method of contribution then implies the following: If Xi has height 0, then (bí,b2);, up to a sign change, can only be (1,0), (01) A CHARACTERIZATION OF THE GROUP 9Jli2 41 s6 = 0, s7 = 1, then (bí,b2)¡ = ( -1, -2). We call these two possibilities Ilia, Illb respectively. Suppose s4 = 0. Then one of s2, s3 = ± 1, and the other is 0. There must then be characters XiuXu m B such that sn #0, s12^0. For i = 11,12, (bJy,bJ2)¡ = ± (1,3), and since bf has norm 6, (bJy)¡ = 0 for i = 9 or 10.
But this contradicts the fact that b2 has norm 22. Thus s4 ^ 0, and we easily see that s4 = -1, s10 = 1, s2 = s3 = 0. s9 can be found from Qvo = -1. If s9 = 0, B contains one more character jrn for which su = 1. The matrix of decomposition numbers can now be completed, the uncertainty remaining in II under EN being settled from b{bfN = 0. We omit the details.
The complete matrices are in cases II, Ilia, Illb respectively F £ F2 E2 EN J 1 (5.3)
The matrix of Cartan invariants of B is 4-2 2 1 -2 14 0 L 2 0 6
If fy,f2,f3 ate the degrees of the corresponding basic set, then fy = l,f2 (mod32),/3= -11 (mod 32). £JV 1
The Cartan matrix is 5 0-9 0 2 0 -9 0 29 J fy = l,f2 = 0 (mod32), f3 m 29 (mod64). 6 . We now use the methods of [2] to complete the investigations of cases II and III. We recall the following facts: Let © be a finite group of even order g. Let p be a prime, and P a p-element of ©. Let © be a subgroup of order g such that © ^ G*(P) = <G e © | G~ XPG = P±*>. If Jx and Jß ate two involutions of ©, and {4>l} is a basic set for a p-block of l£(P), then (6.1) g S Xn(J*)Xß(Jp)dPplxß = gc(Jx)c(Jß) S h,,"h"J,P '
'nxnpßupp /*"• Here on the left x^ tuns over the irreducible characters of the block B of © corresponding to the block b of G(P), x"= xM(l), and dfpate the corresponding generalized decomposition numbers. On the right, hlllt= 2Jxxti(Jx,x)lc~(''<z,x)> X? runs over characters of the block B of © corresponding to b, xll = xll(l), dpp ate the corresponding generalized decomposition numbers, and {Ja¡x} ranges over a set of representatives of the conjugate classes of © contained in the conjugate class of Jx in ©. For notational convenience, we will let L(Ja, Jß,bP), R(Jx,Jß,bPp) denote the left-hand side, the right-hand side of (6.1) respectively.
In the applications to follow, we will always take p = 2 and b the 1-block of G(P). It then follows that B and B are the 1-blocks of © and © respectively. As a second remark, we note that if © has a normal 2-complement, then the characters where aQ(»(,,A,■//»,", F) is the multiplicity of the class sum of F in Q in the product of the class sums of Jx ¿ and /^ v . We assume in this that the elements /";. and Jß e!&. Finally, we note that (6.1) can be added over linear combinations of the dPp for varying ©,F, and p. If n is such a combination of the bP we understand by the equality L(Ja,Jß,X)) = R(Jx,Jß,X)) the result obtained by first applying (6.1) to the various bp, and then summing appropriately. We now turn to the situation at the end of §5. ere the right-hand sides are computed by observing that (£*(£), (£*(F) have normal 2-complements, and that £, F do not occur in III in the appropriate product of involutions. Subtracting the second from the first, and cancelling ß -1, which is permissible since ß = -3 (mod 32), we have (6.4) l + l + 22l^l = 0. Substituting (6.4) into (6.3) then yields 1 -(2ß -l)/x4 = 0, or x4 = 2j?-l. Thus J is in the kernel of /4. By (6. 3) ß ¡x2 + ß ¡x3 + 2 = 0. Since X2V) = Xi(J) = -ß, and I ß\ z% |x2|,|x3|, we see that x2 = x3 = -ß, and hence J belongs to the kernel of Xi for 1 ú i Ú 4. InIIIb,x2 =/2 -f3, x3 = -h -f3;thusf2 = 0,/3 = ß. ButZfi(J) = -1-2)8, and x6 = ß. Since 11 + 2ß I z% I ß I. we must have ß = -1, which contradicts the congruence ß = -3 (mod 32). Thus Illb is impossible. We henceforth assume we have Ilia. In this case, x4(J) = x4 implies that f3 = 1 -2ß. If © = G*(£JV), (£*(F2) respectively, and we compute L(J, J,m)=R(J, J,xx>), then 1 ß2 (1 + ß)2 (6.5) -+ ^+ ■ P) = 0.
X5 Xg Xg
Here the right-hand side is computed by noting that (£*(£JV), (£*(F2) have normal 2-complements, and by using (6.2). If we substitute x5 = -f3 ,x6=fA,x9 =f3 -/4 into (6.5) and simplify, we obtain the equality /4 + ßf3 = 0, so that/4 = 2ß2 -ß. The equality #2(J) = x2 implies f2 = -2(ß -l)2. Summarizing, we have fy = l,f2 = -2(ß-l)2,f3 = 1-2/?, U = ß(2ß-1).
Let 5\ = Q kernel of x¡ for i = 1,2,3,4. Since J eR,${ must contain the subgroup 31 = (J,X,EF3y of 33 generated by the elements of 33 conjugate in © to J. 31 is abelian of type (2,2,2). Since F2, JV^tf, 31 is an S2-subgroup of 9i.
Assume now that © has no normal 2'-subgroups =¡í 1. Let 91 be a minimal normal subgroup of © contained in 5\. Since 1911 is even, 31 ^ 9Î. Suppose 31 # 9t. Since 91 is characteristically simple and 31 is an S2-subgroup of 9Í, it follows that 91 is simple. Hence 933 = ^(SU/G^Sl) has order 7-3* with x = 0 or 1. Clearly 33 stabilizes SB, so we may view 33/31 as a group of operators of 9B. If P e 33 and P3I centralizes 3B, then 3B leaves 31 n G(P) invariant. Since 31 is an irreducible SB-group, it follows that 3I^G(P), so P e 33 n ©(31) = 31. Thus 33/31 is faithfully represented on SB. This is impossible, since [ 33 :311 = 8 and | SB | divides 3-7. Thus 3I = 9c.
Since 31 is a self-centralizing normal subgroup of 33, it follows that ©(31) = 31 x D, where t) has odd order. Hence £ char ©(31)<i ©, so 2) = 1.
Thus ®/3I is isomorphic to a subgroup of GL(3,2) of order = 0 (mod 8) which has no subgroup of index 2. Hence ©/3l^GL(3,2). The group © exis* and is unique by [11] .
Case II. Set a=/fN, ¿?=/2; a =-3 (mod8), ß=-3 The right-hand sides are 0 by observing that G*(F), (£*(£) have normal 2-complements, and that in II, £, F do not occur in the appropriate products of involutions. Expressing the degrees x¡ in terms of 1 =fy ,f2,f3 and simplifying, we get , m +h +/3) (6.6) ^--2f-¿» -0, (6.7) /?2(/2 -a2 + 4(1 +/2 +/3)) -4)3(1 +/2 +/3) -(1 +/2 +/3X/2 -1) = 0, (6.6) and (6.7) can be used to eliminate /3 ; a little manipulation then gives the equation ( Apply now the methods at the beginning of this section to the situation © = (£(J), © = ©*(F2), and L(X, X, bf2) = R(X, X, bF2). Using (4.7) ,we see that L(X, X, bF2) = 2c(J)(ß + 3)2/ß(ß + 1). On the other hand, in ©(J) X is fused only to EF, and (ccl(X)Uccl(EF))2 does not involve F2. Thus R(X, X, bf2) = 0. and we must have ß = -3. This already shows that a =± ß; otherwise, f2= -1, whereas f2 = -9 (mod 32). Hence f2 = X or p of (6.9) . If/2 = X, then a -2ajS -a2ß = 0 (mod ß + a), and a + ß divides ß(l -ß)2. lff2 = p, then -a + 2ajS -a2 ß = 0 (mod ß-a), and a -ß divides ß(l -ß)2. In either case, a + 3 divides 48. Only a small number of possibilities can occur for a, and since f2= -9,/3= -11 (mod 32), a check of these shows that only the following solution exists : a = 5, ß=-3, f2 = 55, f3=-ll.
The degrees of the characters in B are then 1, 55, 55, 55, 11,11, 99, 45, 66, 54,120. In particular, © has a rational character %6 of degree 11 faithful on 33. Assume now that © has no normal 2'-subgroups ^ 1. Then by a theorem of Schur's, the order g of © divides 26• 36• 52-7-11. The characters in the 1-block of ©(J)/<J> have degrees 1,1,3,3, 3, 3,3, 3, 6, 2 by (4.7) . Let 0 = 6j, for some j where 3 ^j ^ 8. If R/<J> is the kernel of 0, then for a suitable choice of j, the only nontrivial elements of 33/< J> in ft/< J> are the elements in the class of e2. Since 0 is a rational character, (©(J) : 5\) is of the form 2S3', so that G(J)/5\ is solvable. If we now choose 0 so that the only nontrivial elements of ^3/<J> in the kernel 5\i/<J> of 6 are the elements in the class of/2, then a similar argument shows that (i(J)ISiy is solvable of order 2S'3''. But i\ n Sty n iß = <jy. It now follows that if 9JÎ is the maximal normal 2'-subgroup of G(J), then »X(J)/9Jl is solvable, and its order is of the form 2°3b. Since d(J)/9Jt has only one block for the prime 2 by [5] , the order of <ï(/)/9JÎ is then 192. Set m = |9Jt|.
The values of a, ß,f2,f3, and (6.10) show that the order of © is
